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Abstract for a PowerPoint presentation to the 8thInternational Conference on Eurasian Politics & Society (IEPAS), Lisbon,
Portugal, 22-24 September, 2021
New Concert of Powers for a more stable World Order
With intensifying US-China rivalry on multiple fronts, geopolitical, military, technological, trade, economic and ideological, and more diffused centers of power, the world is in
an era of great instability. A new 21st century international order should make room for diversity and inclusiveness. Originated by Richard Haass and Charles Kupchan of the
Council for Foreign Relations, a “New Concert of Powers” borrows from the loose consensus among 19th Century Great Powers, allowing for cooperation, disputes, as well
as jockeying for position and influence. The Concert managed to sustain Europe’s relative peace and stability for a hundred years until the 1914 First World War. A two-bloc
Cold War structure or regional blocs are non-starters. The United States, China, and the rest of the globe cannot fully uncouple when economies, markets, and supply chains are
irreversibly intertwined. A great-power steering group is the best option for managing an integrated world no longer overseen by a hegemon. This steering group would help
fashion new rules of the road and collective initiatives but leave operational matters, such as peacekeeping missions, pandemic relief, and new climate deals, to the UN and
other existing bodies. Members would be represented by permanent representatives of the highest diplomatic rank. Though not formal members, four regional organizations—the
African Union, Arab League, Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), and Organization of American States (OAS)—would maintain permanent delegations. A global
concert would privilege territorial status quo and national sovereignty that precludes, absent international consensus, military force or other coercive tools to alter existing
borders or topple regimes. The concert would also provide an ideal venue for discussing the potential need to deny sovereign immunity in certain egregious activities such as
verified genocide, terrorism, or ruining the global ecology. Members would reserve the right to take unilateral action, alone or through coalitions, to safeguard their vital
interests. Nevertheless, direct strategic dialogue would make surprise moves less common and unilateral action less frequent. A global concert would give members wide leeway
on domestic governance. They would agree to disagree on questions of democracy and political rights, ensuring that such differences do not hinder international cooperation.
The concert would also work towards a shared understanding of what constitutes unacceptable interference in other countries’ domestic affairs. For the steering group, Haass
and Kupchan propose six members: United States, China, the European Union, India, Japan, and Russia. However, Great Powers are defined in terms of substantial global,
rather than regional, gravitas, and not in terms of size of economy. Otherwise Russia would hardly qualify. As India and Japan are seen as US “allies”, their inclusion as
steering group members would be opposed by China and Russia as upsetting the intended balance. Instead, depending on issues, India and Japan will often have to be involved
as important Members of the United Nations and other international organizations and platforms including the G7 or G20. Nevertheless, the world is still in a flux. The Concert
idea may need time to incubate and nurture, amidst intensifying Great Power rivalry.

Key words: Concert of Europe, Great Power Rivalry, World Order, Balance
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Disclaimer

All materials contained in this presentation, including any analysis,
comments, remarks, opinions and pointers are for information, debate
and discussions ONLY. No warranty of their accuracy, completeness,
timeliness or reliability is implied.
Any reliance on these materials in any way assumes total exemption of
any liability whatsoever of Andrew Leung International Consultants
and Investments Limited and Andrew K P Leung including all their
current and future Affiliates, Associates or Assigns.
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A World in Disarray
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Existing world order at inflexion point

2018
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Unfolding era of paradigm shifts questioning sacred cows
10 themes for the next 10 years
1. Peak globalization
2. Recession
3. Quantitative Failure
4. Demographics
5. Climate Change
6. Robots & Automation
7. Splinternet
8. Moral Capitalism
9. Smart Everything
10.Space
Source: Bank of America
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Rising power of Millennials
II want ….
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Rise of populism
Dramatization of fear, frustration, anger, or enthusiasm to achieve political ends
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Below 50% public trust in Western democratic governments

PEW Research

Forbes Statista
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Rise of authoritarianism
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Globalisation now called into question
Covid-19 reveals
the hyprocracity
of globalization
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Capital in 21st Century accelerates socio-economic inequality and spawns despair
•

Highest rate of return to
capital - eve of French
Revolution (1789) and
during Belle Epoque (end
Franco-Prussian War 1871
to 1914 WW I).

•

Wartime destructions and
conflicts between 2 WWs
reduced capital rate of
return.

•

Productivity increases
after WWII pushed rate of
return to labour

•

After 2012, as economies
slowed, rate of return to
capital began to return to
levels approaching Belle
Epoque and pre-French
Revolution

•

World's 26 richest people
own as much as poorest
50%, says Oxfam

•

Exacerbated by Covid-19
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Simmering regional tensions
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Climate Change getting up close and personal

Locus plague
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Disruptive power of global digitization

McKinsey Global Institute, Nov. 2017
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America’s aggressive use of sanctions endangers the dollar’s reign, The Economist
The Coming Currency War: Digital Money vs. the Dollar, Wall Street Journal, 22.09.2019)

Recourse is sought by using alternative currencies, currency swaps, direct trade settlements, and even state17
backed digital currencies. China is expected to launch the world’s first digital currency.

Global Risks 2022
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The Pendulum is swinging
from the West to the East
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Global economic weight shifting from OECD to the developing world
Developing countries set to account for nearly 60% of
world GDP by 2030, according to OECD
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China and rest of Asia largest beneficiary of globalization
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Re-emergence of a more
confident and assertive China
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China to become largest economy by early 2030’s
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China an ancient world power for millennia
Prof. Angus Maddison, Contours of the World Economy,
1-2030 A.D., (Oxford University Press, 2007)

For example, Han dynasty 汉朝 206
BC–220 AD
26% of global GDP; economic centre
of eastern world v Roman Empire in
western world.
Tang Dynasty 唐朝 618 – 907 AD
58% of world GDP v 2nd Eastern
Roman Empire 9%; 3rd Arab Empire
7%; 4th Ancient India 7%.
Song Dynasty 宋朝 960-1279 AD
At its height 80% of world’s GDP but
quickly declined midway
Yuan Dynasty 元朝 1271-1368 AD
30% -35% of world GDP
Ming Dynasty 明朝 1368–1644 AD
45- 55% of world GDP but late Ming
Dynasty rapidly declined with famine
and war
Qing Dynasty 清朝 1644-1912 AD
35% -10% of World GDP (to 5% by
1950)
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Rise and consolidation of global power 1100-1800
• As early as 1078, China was the world’s major producer of steel
(125,000 tons); v Britain in 1788 produced 76,000 tons.
• China was the world’s leader in technical innovations in textile
manufacturing, seven centuries before Britain ’s 18th century
“textile revolution”.
• China was the leading trading nation, with long distance trade
reaching most of Southern Asia, Africa, the Middle East and
Europe. China’s ‘agricultural revolution’ and productivity surpassed
the West down to the 18th century.
• Its innovations of paper, book printing, firearms and tools led to a
manufacturing superpower whose goods were transported
throughout the world by the most advanced navigational system.
• China possessed the world’s largest commercial ships. In 1588 the
largest English ships displaced 400 tons, China’s 3,000 tons. Even
as late as end of 18th century China ’s merchants employed 130,000
private transport ships, several times that of Britain . China retained
this pre-eminent position in the world economy up until early 19th
century.
• China’s stable paper money economy, manufacturing and high yields
in agriculture resulted in China ’s per capita income matching that of
Great Britain as late as 1750.

Cambridge University Press, 2004

Corruption, ineptitude, and blissful ignorance led to decline and centuries of humiliation

In the First Opium War, decrepit Qing Dynasty naval junks no match for
the Nemesis, first British ocean-going iron warship.
“… With a weak China under corrupt and incompetent feudal rule, the
Chinese nation was plunged into deep suffering. In the early 1840’s,
Britain sent an expeditionary force of a mere 10,000 troops to invade
China and got its way in forcing the Qing government, which had
800,000-strong army, to pay reparations and cede the island of Hong
Kong to it. After the Opium War, China was repeatedly defeated by
countries which were far smaller in size and population. …” President Xi
Jinping’s address in Hong Kong for the inauguration of the new HKSAR
Chief Executive, 1 July, 2017
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China Dream and the Two Centenary Goals
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Towards a China-centric Asian Century

124 countries have China as
largest trading partner v. 56 for
the US.
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China becoming centre of global supply and value chain

But still
substantial
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Entrenched head start in 5G
Interview: Qualcomm president says China to lead the world in
5G scale (Xinhua| 08.12.2019)

5G Readiness by Country Report by Washington-DC based CTIA (Cellular
Telecommunications Industry Association ), 17 April, 2018
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Breathing down America’s neck on Big Data & Artificial Intelligence
AI being used
for Covid-19
diagnosis and
prediction

US Chief Technology Officer Michael Kratsios: China is
threatening America’s lead in the global artificial intelligence race,
SCMP 11.09.19. China has won AI battle with U.S., Pentagon's
former software chief, Nick Chaillan, told the Financial Times,
Reuters, 11 October, 2021

16 March 2020

China created “new world
order” in big data and AI
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MIT Sloan Management Review, 24 July, 2018

Successful extraction of methane hydrates in South China Sea

•

•

•
•

•

22 October, 2019, a semi-submersible drilling
platform (Blue Whale One) measuring 117m x
92.7m x 118m tall in the South China Sea
achieved the world's first breakthrough in
extracting scalable quantities of methane
hydrates ("inflammable ice")
Compared to coal, oil, and natural gas, methane
hydrates a lot less polluting but 10X more
energy- rich per unit.
One cubic meter of methane hydrates is
equivalent to 160 cubic meters of natural gas.
Global reserve of methane hydrates is twice as
much as all other known fossil fuels combined,
enough for 1,000 years human consumption.
China's gas hydrates reserve estimated at 100 b
32 Sea.
tons oil-equivalents, 80% in South China

China becoming a green superpower?
China has pledged peak carbon emission by 2030 and carbon neutrality by 2060
Three Gorges Dam, world’s
largest hydroelectric
power station

World’s largest
Longyangxia 龙羊峡 Dam
Solar Park on Qinghai
Province high on Tibetan
Plateau - 850 MW (enough
for 200,000 households)

26% renewable energy by 2030
within reach according to
Elsevier, Dutch enterprise

World largest Gansu Wind Farm 20,000 MW by 2020.

• Energy Transitions Commission and Rocky Mountain
Institute finds that China is well positioned to attain
carbon neutrality as a fully developed economy by
2050.
• China accounts for 150,000 renewable energy
patents, about 30% of world’s total, far ahead of the
US (100,000), Japan (75,000) and the EU (75,000).
• China has the largest high-speed railway network, >
30,000 km, compared with US < 800km, to double to
70,000 km within 15 years, to connect all cities > ½ m
population
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China becoming a space superpower
China space station (Tiangong) on track for 2022,
likely to become only one as NASA-led
International Space Station is due to be decommissoned by 2030 (extended from 2024)

Chinese astronauts
outside space
station’s core module,
Tianhe, July 2021.

Over 600 days on
Moon’s far side, a
world first

First Chinese female
astronaut Liu Yang
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A2/AD - Has the US already lost the South China Sea?
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Gaining advantage (with Russia) in hypersonic weapons

DF-17 hypersonic boost-glide
missile (HGV)

Russia and China outpacing the United States in superfast hypersonic missile technology, Pentagon officials
and key lawmakers are warning, 27 March, 2018

The National Interest, ‘The new “Missile Gap”: America is losing to Russian and Chinese hypersonic weapons’, Dan
Goure, Ph.D., vice president at the Lexington Institute, a public-policy research think-tank.(18 December, 2019) 36

America wary of eroding military dominance
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

China's "Active Defense" strategy to realize China Dream of becoming a
global power by 2049, the centenary of the founding of the PRC
(PLA)'s rapid developments in mechanization, informatization, and
intelligentization "Military and Civil Fusion Development Strategy" with
goal of achieving self-reliance in Fourth Industrial Revolution
technologies.
"Three Warfare Domains" - psychological, public opinions, and legal.
Advancing readiness for land, air, maritime, space, counterspace,
electronic, and cyber warfare
Rocket Force (PLARF) possesses hypersonic glide vehicle (HGV)
medium-range ballistic missiles (MRBM) - DF-17,strengthening AntiAccess/Area Denial (A2/AD) capabilities within and potentially beyond
the First Island Chain
China's nuclear arsenal expanding faster than expected: 700 warheads by
2027 and 1,000 by 2030, with apparent missile silo sites in north-central
China v. US shrunken nuclear arsenal of 3,750 weapons by September
2020.
Reaffirms the objective of developing "constructive, stable, and resultsoriented defense relationship" with the PLA.
Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Mark Milley repeated June 2021
Congressional testimony that China lacks capability to take Taiwan
before 2027
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The Belt and Road spells China’s global connectivity
Connects Policy, Infrastructure, Trade, Finance and People-to-People reaching 126 countries, > 65% of world population, > 40% of world GDP.
Potential investment estimated at $5 trillion = Many times Marshal Plan ($120b in today’s prices). Objectives (1) To realize the China Dream (2) To
reinforce global connectivity (3) To meet global infrastructural deficits (UN’s SDG’s)(4) To escape US Asia-Pacific containment (5) To expand trade &
markets (6) To accelerate RMB internationalization (7) To utilize excess capacity (8) To redress internal regional disparities (9) To link up with Arctic
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with a Polar extension ……..
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…. and a Digital Silk Road
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Driving the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB)
AIIB - 57 Founding Member Countries including key US allies, $50b paid-in capital, $100b authorized capital

•
•
•
•

World Bank president reserved for an
American
IMF head for an European
ADB – Japan’s voting power 2X China’s
Bretton Woods institutions follow
Washington Consensus – full
privatization and liberalization of
markets, exchange rate, interest rates,
trade and investment, tight budget – Not
41
working for most developing countries

….. and the New Development Bank (BRICS Bank)
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Representing 41.4% (3 b)
world population, 25% of
world land mass and GDP
HQ in Shanghai; African
regional centre in
Johannesburg
Inaugural President from
India
Inaugural Chairman of B
of Directors from Brazil
Inaugural Chairman of B
of Governors from Russia
No veto power for any
Member
No increase in any
Member’s share without
other 4 Members agreeing
Non-BRICS country can
join but BRICS share >
55%
Authorized lending up to
$34 b p.a., to start in 2016
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China embracing Africa’s Future
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Changed Afghanistan expands China’s Middle East influence as world’s largest energy customer plus BRI

China now has
comprehensive strategic
partnerships with Egypt,
Saudi Arabia, Iran, the UAE
and Algeria, a
comprehensive innovation
partnership with Israel, a
strategic cooperation
relationship with Turkey,
and strategic partnerships
with Iraq, Morocco, Sudan,
Djibouti, Jordan, Kuwait,
Oman, and Qatar.
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China Scare fed by
mistrust, fear, and denial
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Perceived China threat to US-led liberal world order

*

*
*
*

*Under threat

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

Authoritarianism
Human rights repression
Stifled civil society
Non-transparency
Predatory trade practices
Intellectual Property theft
China-centric
expansionism

*

*

*

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

*
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*

Militarized QUAD no threat to China’s Asian economic dominance
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Decoupling cannot reverse global value chains
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Myth of American Exceptionalism debunked
Corruptio optimi pessima. The corruption of the best becomes the worst. (Latin saying)
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End of Pax Americana
2008-9 Triggered Global Financial Crisis

Unilateral withdrawals abandoning allies

2019 Trump abandoned the Kurds to
slaughter by Syria gov’t and Turkey

2017

2021 Disgrace withdrawal from Afghanistan

2014 Unable to stop Russia’s annexation of Crimea

2018
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Playing up the “China implosion” or “desperation” rhetoric
China Is a Declining Power—and That’s the Problem - Hal Brands and Michael Beckley, Foreign Policy 24.09.21

- Prabable “China decline” may trigger China’s aggression a la Imperial Japan/Germany?
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China Scare at risk of conflict
US sanctions on
Xinjiang human rights

Decoupling

Advisor to President Biden

“We do not offer a constricting
belt or a one-way road”

China Mission Centre

AUKUS nuclear –powered
submarine alliance

“We don't offer a constricting
belt or a one-way road”.
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“US decline” overblown : China Threat paranoia?
2018

America’s enduring supremacy
• Geography – Two-ocean buffers and no threatening
neighbours
• Abundance of natural resources, including food,
energy, water and waterways
• Superior demographics - working-age population
growing throughout century with steady working
median age. China’s “demographic cliff” - losing
50% workforce in this century, median age surging to
50 by 2050
• Military sophistication, global reach and readiness 587 bases worldwide
• Dollar supremacy – “Exorbitant Privilege”
• Largest global network of allies and quasi-allies
• Consumer market = China + Japan + Germany + UK
+ France
• Home to most of the world’s top universities
• Popularity of American culture – Hollywood
• China unwilling or unable to shoulder global
53
responsibilities as global hegemon

Tectonic paradigm shifts in the
global order require more than
existing global institutions
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Global power re-shifting
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Afghanistan and Climate Change likely to benefit Russian global influence
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A more autonomous EU at odds with US ?
EU’s latest China Tryptic : Partner, Competitor, Rival

North Stream happens despite US opposition

Absent prior consultation - US/EU alliance ?

Real autonomy possible without EU army?
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Rising negative views and resistance against China
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Global agenda demands a better world order
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Existing global institutions no longer able to cope

NATO
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Beyond Mutual Destruction,
Single-nation Hegemony, and
rigid global governance
structures
61

Threat of nuclear Armageddon saves Great Power rivalry from the brink?
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Beijing neither able nor prepared to replicate US hegemony

The Dollar
remains dominant
as
RMB not fully
convertible

800 military bases
in more than 70 countries
and territories

US enduring
technology
lead
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More consumed with building the China Dream
Top 1% = 30.6% of China’s
wealth (US: 32.1%)
Shared Prosperity: Equitable and Quality Development
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Need for stable world order beyond US, China hegemony and the UN
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Sixth Plenum of the 19th
Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party
(PRC.3.0)
66

•

Sub-texts of the Sixth Plenum

• Under the CCP, a 70 years miracle to emerge from backwardness and isolation and to become the world’s second
larges economy, largest trader, exporter and manufacturer. 128 out of 190 countries worldwide have China as largest
trading partner.
• President Xi is NOT Mao 2.0 but the architect for PRC 3.0.(Mao – China stood up 站起來 from internal turmoil and
foreign occupation; Deng - China became richer富起來 ; Under Xi, China became stronger. 強起來
• The world is at a historic inflexion point for China to realize its Second Centenary Goal - become a "strong,
democratic, civilized, harmonious, and modern socialist country" by 2049, the centenary of the founding of the PRC.
• Herculean external and domestic challenges remain, i.e. US intensive pushback across-the-board; middle-income
trap, demographic cliff, Achilles heel of high-end semiconductor chips, monopolies and oligopoly, inequality, social
mobility, water scarcity, ecology.
• Responses needed under CCP’s strong direction. Hence purifying the Party of faults and weaknesses.
• Dual Circulation, technology self-reliance, Common Prosperity, Belt and Road, reform to join the CPTPP,
addressing West’s concerns – intellectual property, level-playing field, subsidies, transparency, corporate governance
and civil society
• Productivity drives: poverty relief, high-speed rail, city clusters, urbanization, expansion of middle class, digital
economy, Internet of Things, robotics
• PRC 3.0 – Common Prosperity, Advances in Science and Technology, Green China, Stability with Diversity,
Unification, Global Governance, Community of Common Destiny in New Era
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China: Democracy That Works – White Paper 04.12.21

Process v Outcome?
Form v Substance?
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A New World Order needs
flexible, interactive
Concert of Powers
69

Concert of Europe from 1815 resulted in century of European peace
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A Concert of Powers for the 21st century

The New Concert of Powers - How to Prevent
Catastrophe and Promote Stability in a
Multipolar World, Richard N. Haass and Charles
A. Kupchan, Foreign Policy, March 23, 2021

Based on Terry Siu’s SCMP
article of 13.04.2021
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Proposed modus operandi
•

Steering group of Leading Powers would help fashion new rules of the
road and build support for collective initiatives

•

Consultative, not decision-making, body.

•

Would shun codified rules, relying on dialogue to build consensus.

•

Like the Concert of Europe, it would privilege the territorial status
quo and a view of sovereignty that precludes, except in the case of
international consensus, using military force or other coercive tools to
alter existing borders or topple regimes.

•

Would address emerging crises and reforms to existing norms and
institutions.

•

Potential need to deny sovereign immunity to nations that engage in
certain egregious activities, e.g. genocide, terrorism, or severely
exacerbating climate change e.g. destroying rainforests. (Japan’s recent
plan to dump radioactive water in the ocean may fit this category.)

•

Members would reserve the right to take unilateral action, alone or
through coalitions, when they deem their vital interests to be at stake.
Direct strategic dialogue would, though, make surprise moves less
common and, ideally, unilateral action less frequent.

•

Although members would, in principle, endorse a norm-governed
international order, they would also embrace realistic expectations
about the limits of cooperation and compartmentalize their differences.

• Wide leeway in domestic governance. They would effectively agree to
disagree on questions of democracy and political rights, ensuring that
such differences do not hinder international cooperation. But the
concert would also work toward a shared understanding of what
constitutes unacceptable interference in other countries’ domestic
affairs and, as a result, are to be avoided.

•

The international system will exhibit characteristics of both bipolarity
and multi-polarity.

•

Unlike during the Cold War, however, ideological and geopolitical
competition between US & China will not encompass the world. EU,
Russia, and India, as well as other large states such as Brazil, Indonesia,
Nigeria, Turkey, and South Africa, will likely play the two superpowers
off each other and seek to preserve a significant measure of autonomy.

•

Operational matters, such as deploying peacekeeping missions,
delivering pandemic relief, and concluding new climate deals, left to UN
and other existing bodies.

•

Members would send permanent representatives of the highest
diplomatic rank to the global concert’s standing headquarters.

•

Although they would not be formal members of the concert, the African
Union, Arab League, Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN), and Organization of American States (OAS)—would
maintain permanent delegations at the concert’s headquarters.

•

Allowing the world to slide toward regional blocs or a two-bloc
structure similar to that of the Cold War is a nonstarter. United States,
China, and the rest of the globe cannot fully uncouple when national
economies, financial markets, and supply chains are irreversibly tethered
together. A great-power steering group is the best option for managing
an integrated world no longer overseen by a hegemon.
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Japan and India to carry weight outside the Steering Group
•

Great Powers, defined in terms of
substantial global, rather than
regional, gravitas, and not in terms
of size of economy (otherwise
Russia would hardly qualify).

•

India and Japan are seen by China
and Russia as US “allies” whose
formal inclusion may upset the
intended balance.

•

In any case, depending on issues,
Japan and India will often have to
be involved as important Members
of the United Nations and other
international organizations and
platforms including the G7 or G20.

•

They will continue to be expected to
pull their weight to balance against
China e.g. in the US-led QUAD, and
the ADB (Japan)
73

Beijing’s views on “Human Rights and Democracy” and World Peace and Cooperation
No CocaCola single formula for Democracy, Wang Yi,
Foreign Minister

Professor Zhang Weiwei, Fudan University, China, 2021

Legitimacy = Far better
lives for most of he people

Modernity
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“Co-opetition” without wars demands a Concert of Powers .…..
Joint
development
of South
China Sea
green
energies

Joint global
vaccine
research?

Joint space
exploration ?
Proposed
global green
energy
UHVDC
super-grids
75

…… to realize UN Secretary General’s new “Common Agenda”
76th Session of United Nations General Assembly, 21-27 September, 2021
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